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_'-, The objective of this study was to evaluate the feasibility
i : of acoustical scale modeling techniques for modeling wind effects
[_ on long-range, low-frequency outdoor sound propagation. Upwind
. and downwind propagation was studied in i/i00 scale for flat
ground and simple hills with both rigid and finite ground
impedance over a full scale frequency range from 20 to 500 Hz.
Results are presented as i/3-octave frequency spectra ofdifferences in propagation loss between the case studied and a
free-field condition. Selected sets of these results were
compared with validated analytical models for propagation loss, !
when such models were available. When they were not, results
were compared with predictions from approximate models developed _ i
specifically for this study. Comparisons were encouraging in
_ many cases considering the approximations involved in both the ,I
"" physical modeling and ana]ysis methods. Of particular importance I !
- was the favorable comparison between theory and experiment for I"propagation over soft ground. , "
I
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T EVAL_TION OF THE FEASIBILITY OF SCALE MODELING
TO OUANTIFY WIND AND TERRAIN EFFECTS ON
LOW-ANGLE SOlD PROPAGATION
{ 1. INTRODUCTION
The prediction of sound propagation over long distances is
of interest in a variety of situations in which the source and
receiver are both on or near the ground. In such cases, a number
of important physical effects influence the manner in which sound
i_ travels from the source to the receiver, thus influencing the net
!. change in amplitude and phase of the sound observed at the
receiver as compared with the source. Such effects include
i spreading loss and air absorption; ground and surface wave propa-
gation; diffraction and scattering by terrain features and ground !
If impedance changes; refraction in wind and
by gradients velocity
temperature; and scattering by turbulence. Mathematical models
Ii for propagation currently exist for simplified terrain geome-
tries, temperature and wind velocity gradients, and ground
i" impedance. Lacking, however, are validated mathematical modelsfor the complicated terrain geometries actually encountered out-
. doors. In addition, even if appropriate models were to exist,
i
:_ local wind velocity profiles and turbulence characteristics i! !around hills, valleys, etc. are difficult to characterize
outdoors. Variations in each of these parameters combine to _
magnify the uncertainty in the prediction of sound propagation.
Clearly, we require a method to isolate individual factors
affecting propagation and to assess the sensitivity to expected
variations in each. Since analysis is not currently available
for any but the simplest cases, separation of the individual
contributions may be more readily accomplished through carefully
_ controlled experiment rather than analysis. The understanding|
provided by these controlled experiments can assist in deter-
_' mining the limits of applicability of: simplified mathematical
U
! •7 ,j,
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) models and in validating more complicated models when they become
1 available. The current approach focuses on the use of acoustical
scale modeling to provide this controlled experiment.
J
Acoustical scale modeling has long been used in the design
stage to study the characteristics of architectural spaces. In
the last decade, the techniques have been applied to outdoor t
sound propagation over relatively short distances to investigate I
effectiveness of noise barriers around highways, sound propa- i
gation in urban and suburban spaces, and even air-to-water sound
propagation. The technology for such acoustical scale modeling
is quite well-developed [i]. i
• !
I_ As with all scale modeling techniques, the potential value
lies in the ability to control and separate individual effects 1
I- such as topographic scattering, ground impedance, wind, and
l_
temperature at the discretion of the researcher. This process is
Ii simply intractable when doing full scale studies outdoors.
Indeed, one factor complicating outdoor sound propagation re- _
" search is the difficulty in controlling meteorological conditions !or fully characterizing enough parameters to properly interpret i
T measurements. The only means for obtaining statistically sig- _ _
nificant full scale data on such phenomena as wind refraction, ! :!
turbulence scattering, and ground waves is to conduct a large
• number of experiments over a long period of tim_ during which a _ i
I statistically significant number of similar conditions occur, a _ I
very expensive and time-consuming exercise at best. One recent I
study has provided a data base through which multiple regressionI ]
._ analysis separates the effects of wind, temperature, and ground
I
I cover for flat terrain on a fixed range [2]. However, such a
study required years of data acquisition and was limited to a
particular site geometry, and of course could not independently ,
control the meteorological variables.
!
%
• I
I 8 "i
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I To model the effects of sound propagation in the lower
atmosphere, the atmospheric boundary layer must be properly
., characterized. This requires, at a minimum, the simulation of "
! mean velocity profiles and the turbulence structure appropriate
to a particular type of terrain. A boundary layer wind tunnel
can be used for modeling the earth:s atmospheric boundary layer
in the lower 500 m or so. Such simulations replic _te a so-called
i neutral stability condition which is common on most moderately
!
windy days. However, to date, only one model study of the _
effects of flow on sound propagation has been reported [3]. In ,
this study, the effects of wind on the performance of acoustical
ii barriers was investigated, clearly showing decreased noise [reduction over the barrier when wind was blowing in the same
direction as the sound was propagating (6 to 1O d_ increase for a
I 15 m/s wind), while the barrier's noise reduction was increased <
when the wind was blowing in the direction opposite to the
direction of propagation. These results should be extended to I0
study the effects of wind over complex terrain as well as _ )
studying the combined effects of wind and ground impedance !
variations, i
!
[
I
%
_ 9 .1
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2. WIND AND TE_Fd_AIN EFFECTS
The velocity gradient in the boundary layer, the direction
' of the wind, the topographical features of the terrain, and the
1
t local ground impedance are all expected to influence the long
range propagation of sound. In particular, certain combinations
I may lead to either the creation or elimination of shadow zones.
This program was designed to evaluate the feasibility of u.=_ng
I'"
I. scale models to evaluate the following effects.
• I. Creation of refraction shadow upwind (Fi_. i, Effect I).
From a ray-acoustic point of view, the upward sound
refraction creates a shadow zone into which no source
I_ rays penetrate.
2. Creation of soft-ground shadow upwind (Fig. I, Effect
[ 2). Where a soft-ground shadow did not axis,: because the
ground was too remote, upward refraction can, in effect,
bring the ground closer.
5
3. Elimination of diffraction shadow downwind (Fig. I, ++
Effect 3). A diffraction shadow behind intervening
terrain is flanked by downward refraction.
4. _limi,_ation of diffraction shadow upwind (Fig. I. j
Effect 4). A diffraction shadow behind intervening _.
terrain may be flanked upwind, because of the strong,
at.omalous wind gradients near the terrain peak. Such
anomalous wind gradients can produce strong downward
refraction, as shown. If this downward refraction is
strong enough to overbalance the tpward refraction along
the rest of the sound path, then this flanking will
exist.
Superimposed upon all of these are the effects of atmos-
pheric turbulence. Turbulence can scatter sound energy into any
_ of these shadows partially compromise
and the level reduction
within these shadows.
| ',
I lo
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i. t , 3. SCALE MODELING
Conversion of propagation loss data obtained from a scale
! _ model with wind to full-scale conditions requires: (a) preserv-
_ ation of geometric and aerodynamic similarity, accounting for
possible spatial variations in ground impedance that may exist in
full scale but were not modeled in detail; and (b) removal of
'_ air-absorption effects from the model data prior to scaling to
} full sca._e. i
F P
[- t
j 3. i. Geometric similarity•
The requirements for geometric similarity are met i
c
automatically by geometrically replicating the particular i
4 I
geometry or terrain feature of interest. The geometric scale
_ factor (_) sets the frequency scaling of the propagation data at : !
i
f = l/a, since diffraction and scattering mechanisms are a _ _
function of the ratio of the acoustic wavelength to a typical _
dimension of the diff,'acting or scatte].'ing object. The geometric
scale factor must also be preserved in developing the aerodynamic i ;
flow features relevant to the particular terrain of interest. ' '
, These aerodynamic features include the shape of the mean velocity i !
profiles (and shear stress profiles) in three dimensions, the _ *i
i gradient height (i.e., distance to the "top" of the boundary !C
I layer) and length scales of the turbulence. _uch aerodynamic %..
i features may be expected to scale if Reynolds number effects are i
! important.
i
3.2 Aerodynamic similarity
Physical or analytical modeling of propagation phenomena
must replicate or account for all important physical phenomena.
The primary justification for wind tunnel fluid modeling is that
t
_ it provides the most effective means for replicating flow field Iphenomena associated with atmospheric boundary layer interaction 1L
with complex structures and topography. Furthermore, the wind I
: tunnel allows one to control and vary parameters which are not
%
[i 12 i,
.... t.
i
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ii independently or conveniently controllable in full scale, pro-viding a means for systematic sensitivity studies, which is ,_
indeed a logical extension of the present study.
4r ,
I
r However, as wind tunnels can only provide approximate and
partial replication of full scale conditions, the most important
I_ physical simllarity parameters must be preserved. For acoustic
frequencies of interest in the present study, these are:
{
I. i. Reynolds number
I 2. Mach number.
More general studies of atmospheric modeling (including those
involving very long wavelength sound waves whose prcperties
depend on the large scale structure of the atmosphere) will
require the consideration of further similarity parameters (c.f.the EPA Fluid Modeling Guidelines [4] ).
Reynolds number
In the "Fluid Modeling Guidelines" [4] the EPA has estab-
I_ lished that, for sharp-edged geometries, the flow over signifi-
cant elevated terrain and buildings near the source is Reynolds[• number independent if the Reynolds number, Re I = UHL/v, is
greater than ii,000, where UH is the mean velocity upstream at _
I the height of the obstacle H; L is the lesser dimension of the
obstacle, and v is the kinematic viscosity of air. Consequently,
I when working at small scale factors or with low velocities, local
L roughness upstream of the model may need to be exaggerated to .
preserve Reynolds number similarity.
Mach number
- The Mach number of the atmospheric flow is of prime import-
ance in that the rate and direction of refraction (ray bending)
will be directly dependent on the local flow speed gradients.
Also, th_ intensity (strength) of scattering and associated phase
dispersion will depend on the local turbulence intensity along
%' %
the propagation path.
] 986005586-0 ] 5
In summary, for scale model sound propagation studies the
following factors must be preserved:
,> o Geometric similarity
o Average surface roughness, length, and resultant
i distributions of mean velocity and turbulence
o Reynolds number
i Mach number.
O
simulation methods used achieve discussedThe to these are
further in Sec. 4 and also in detail in Ref. 4.
3.3 Air Absorption in Scale Model Testing _
The model experiments will experience air absorption that is i
substantial over even short distances, due to the high fre-
I quencies involved in the modeling. This air absorption is J
" in the sense that it does not exist in full scale, _
"anomalous, _ 4
at the corresponding full-scale frequencies. The anomaly becomes
greater than 10 dB in the range from 3-10 m at 50-100 kHz, _ !
!
depending upon the relative humidity in the laboratory. _ i
_. Most of this air absorption is due to the so-called _ _
"classical" and "relaxation" phenomena [5]. These two phenomena,
combined, result in the absorption shown in Fig. 2. There, sound a.._
level drop-off from a point source is plotted as a function of f
relative for the of interest inhumidity, upper frequencies
modeling. In this figure, the vertical scale is arbitrary. The
I" various frequency-band data are separated vertically only to
I
7
allow them to be more easily read from the graph, i
!
E At full-scale frequencies, the figure implies essentially no i
air absorption, as is expected. Therefore, all deviations from 1
I
t the -6 dB/dd (6 dB decrease per doubling of distance) baselines[ shown on the figure are "anomalous,"
%
1,
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q
', Figure 3 illustrates some direct measurements of this anoma-
m : f
(, lous absorption, by scale model laboratory investigations. The
bottom set of data (open symbols) are broadband measurements of
the scaled A-level of roadway noise.
i Although the relative humidities are generally not known for
the data in Fig. 3, the data show generally less anomalous ab-
sorption than do the values in the preceding figure. This
anomaly is associated with the use of a high intensity spark as ;
the acoustic source. The high levels cause nonlinear regenera-
"' tion of the high frequency energy, which replaces that lost by !
:i i
q air absorption. ;
To evaluate the importance of nonlinear propagation in this !
study, the spectrum was measured at two distances from the spark
_ i source: the first quite close to the source (0.25 m) (approxi- {
mately the same distance as the source microphone) and the second _.
!! [i at a greater distance (2.0 m). After correction for normal ildivergence, the remaining level difference is a measure of the ,i
- actual air absorption. For our particular source and laboratory
condition (21 ° Celsius and 40% relative humidity), the match !
between this _,_easured absorption and the theoretical absorption i_
for linear propagation was sufficiently good to allow use of the _
: [
standardized equation for air absorption and linear propagation ' _
_4
theory (App. E) in the region between the source and receiver
microphones.
i
;,i
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'! r 4. SCALE MODEL TESTING
_i This section provides background information on the i/i00
scale model sound propagation tests, including descriptions of
_I _ the test facility, the impulsive sound source, the model ground
I ( impedance, and the method used to analyze the experimental data.
I
_I 4. I. Flow Facility
} The Atmospheric Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel, shown in Fig. 4,
, has a rectangular cross section of internal dimensions 2.4 m
i (wide) x 1.82 m (high) and an overall length of 18.2 m. The
9
inlet section consists of a bellmouth contraction with turbulence
damping screens at the face and at the front of the bellmouth, i
The atmospheric boundary layer profile is simulated by a series i
Iii of spires at the entrance of the tunnel followed by roughness
elements. At the throat, a 30-cm deep section of flow straight-
If eners follows the screen and is in turn followed by two morescreens downstream. Wind-direction changes are facilitated
through use of a remotely controllable motorized turntable
Test-section air velocities in the range of 0.3 to 10.6 m/s can
be achieved. The fan discharges into a large temperature- I
I" controlled working space surrounding the wind tunnel leading to i, <
!adequate mixing of room air for the type of measurements per-
; formed in this facility. _
I Rigorous procedures for establishing flow field similarity
Ii have been established by RgA [41. The test facility used for .• J
this study complies with those requirements. Upstream flow field
similarity is achieved by a long, slowly diverging duct that has
i roughness elements distributed along the floor of the tunnel. _.
I The roughness elements may be varied in size and spatial density
I in accordance with the scale of the model and the profile that :
one is attempting to replicate. In some cases, where a thick 1 j
boundary layer is needed, spires are placed at the entrance of i
the tunnel to both provide an initial thickening o_. the boundary I
It layer and to introduce large scale turbulence.
• _
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Figure 5 shows a photograph of one configuration modeled in
the boundary layer wind tunnel during this study (looking up- 4 J
• stream). The set-up shown is for an upstream-propagation case
over a "hill." Roughness elements can be seen upstream of the
I test area; also, the spires are visible at the entrance to the
i flow-conditioning section. A reference microphone in the i
foreground and two receiver microphones are shown boom-mounted at I
L_ the upstream edge of the test area. I
[ 4.2 Impulsive Sound Source ,
L.
4
A sound source for use in the boundary-layer wind tunnel _
[i with reflective walls and ceiling must satisfy the followznq, i _
I. Impulsive rather than continuous-duration, so that i
acoustic paths can be easily identified and tunnel
reflections removed
2. Sufficient acoustic energy to provide the required i
J
signal-to-noise ratio in the presence of electronic t
[ "noise of the instrumentation system and flow-associated i :
noise of the wind tunnel (both the mechanical noise of :
[i the fan and the wind noise of the moving air) i ?• 3. Excellent repeatability, so tha differences at the !
) receiver microphones are not caused by changes in the : _';
source output level }
i
4. Uniform directivity in the vertical plane so that all i
ray paths will have the same source level. !
i
4.2.1 Physical description IJ
I A high energy (50 J) electrical spark discharge was chosen i
to satisfy these requirements. This is essentially a point I
I t:i source that can be adjusted to various heights above th._ ground i
plane. The configuration of the spark source is shown in Fig. I
6. A high voltage power supply, rated at i0 kV, was used to '
charge a 1 ,F storage capacitor through a 100-kilohm resistor
k
20 _!
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bank. The power supL01y was set at 8 kV to obtain longer spark- !
/ source-component life. The discharge circuit consists of the i
storage capacitor in series with the spark electrodes, a 1-ohm
damping resistor, and a high-voltage trigger tube.
, In operation, a separate clock circuit supplies a 300-V
: pulse to the trigger tube in the discharge circuit. This tube :
; then "closes," electrically completing the discharge circuit. ,
I
The stored energy then flows 6tom the storage capacitor, through
the damping resistor and the leads, to the spark gap.
As soon as the voltage across the storage capacitor drops
'_ significantly during discharge, the trigger tube "opens,"
v: interrupting the discharge circuit This allows the power supply
_" to recharge the storage capacitor.
I The entire discharge process lasts approximately i00 _s. To
; _ allow such a fast rate of current change in the discharge cir-
" I cult, the inductance of all elements has to be very low. Special
low-inductance wire (108 nH/m) is used between the storage capac-
_: ( itor and the spark electrodes to minimize the largest source of
I
inductance. Even then, the length of this wire has to be limited
to approximately 3 m to minimize inductance.
The 1-ohm damping resistor is included to avoid oscillations
in the discharge circuit. Such oscillations contribute to the
rapid deterioration of the trigger tube, whose life is charge i
limited. Oscillations can also produce multiple discharg_.s
across the spark gap, destroying the required repeatability in I
the spark.
The trigger rate of the clock circuit is adjustable from iI
several times per second to approximately once every five seconds. !I
An interval of 2.5 seconds was used. The clock circuit also pro-- I.
_:_ rides the trigger signal used in processing data from the receiv-
_;;_ ! ing instrumentation.
I
i
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, The physical ce_ponents o_ the _:_'_.:-... source are also shown
,,', schematically in Fig. 6. On the ce_t ._, insulating post are the '_
two electrical connections to the _ -_:_;ar3e circuit. The circuit
_ is then c_bloted through the br_._,: e£tici,l rods and the
connecting wa_hers, into the b_.z,--'."al tungsten electrodes, and
_J finally across the spark gap. "* ::uiffener stabilizes the gap ,
_! length. In use, the gap s_ze _:; _et at 1 rml.
! 4.2.2 Acoustic _ise
i' * " 3[I Tn general, when very intense spark sources are utilized,
propagation in the vicinity of the source becomes nonlinear.
ii However, early investigation under this program indicates that i
nonlinearities do not appear to affect the propagation in the i
region between the source and receiver microphones in this i,
experiment and we therefore restrict our analysis to linear : i
theory. A review of the propagation of a nonlinear pulse will, 1
into the character of the measured )
ii I however, provide insight
source spectrum. '
]
Ymmediately after spark discharge, an abrupt positive !
• i ,
pressure pulse begins to propagate outwards fr_ the spark, : _
4 '"
followed by a rarefaction. Very quickly, the leading edge of the i '
positive pulse builds up into a shock wave, with rise time on the _ ,
order of several microseconds. Figure 7 illustrates such a shock
wave at distances of 0.5 m and greater, for a source that is
similar to that used in this study. These waves are often called
"_ N-waves, because of their general shape. Pressure histories are i!
I shown at increasing distances from the source.
!
For intense sparks, such a ..%ock is fully formed within a
_i centimeter or so from the spark. Once formed, the shock shape is
independent of the precise spark characteristics; all shocks
i.i assume roughly the shape presented in the figure.
i 24
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FormaLion of the shock occurs because the speed of sound is
greater in the areas of acoustic compression (the crests) than it
is in the areas of rarefaction (the troughs). The greater sound
speed with increasing pressure in the positive pulse causes minor
perturbations to rush toward the highest pressure part of the
pulse, thus building up to an abrupt shock front, which then
stabilizes as energy is dissipated across the shock front.
The time history of a shock can be described by the two
parameters shown in Fig. 7: the peak overpressure Ps and the
f
half-duration T. The overpressure decreases with time at a
greater rate _han 6 dB per distance doubling, especially very
near the source, while the half-duration T increases with time.
9
For a spherically spreading shock [13]
E Ps(r) (Ps)0 rr0
- (i)
Pa Pa
: {z + k (2)T'_
-U[ •
where (Ps) ' ro' Pa and k are constants.
o
Again, Eq. 1 indicates that the overpressure decreasesfaster than I/r by the factor in the brackets.
"
I-_ While the shock is propagating, the dissipative mechanisms _i j
I
discussed in Sac. 3.3 are continually extracting high-frequency
energy from the propagating wave. However, the same sound-speedph nomena that caused the shock initially to form, continue to
reform the shock. They cause an energy "transfer '_ from low to
high frequencies, to preserve the shape of the shock front. Once
the product Ps/Pa times T drops below approximately 7 x i0 -I0
sac, the shock front no longer regenerates itself. Instead, the
propagation reverts to linear and the dissipative mechanisms
_- begin to prevail.
!
%
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The replenishment can be observed directly by examining the
spectra of such shocks. A spectrum of an idealized N-wave is
illustrated in Fig. 8. It consists of a broad maximum at mid
frequencies, and a series of zeros and maxima at higher
i frequencies. Asymptotically, the spectrum envelope (dotted)
,1
approaches 6 dB/octave at low frequencies and -6 dB/octave at the
_. highest frequencies, as shown.
r
The asymptotic envelope is shown for four successive times.
As time increases from t to 2t to 3t to 4t, the peak shifts
toward lower and lower frequencies. Also, the nulls (zeros) in
the spectrum shift downward as the spark propagates. We note• ..
_i that the "zeros" in the spectrum of the idealized N-wave are a
:_ direct result of the fact that it i_c an odd function in time }
_ (i.e., represented only by a Fourier sine series rather than a
_ full Fourier series). Since the excitation used in this study is
not ,n idealized N-,Jave, we do not expect the regular occurrence
%
; of zeros. In addition, the use of i/3-octave bands rather than _.
narrow bands, as was used in this study, suppresses remaining i
[ zeros. Figure 9 presents the spectrum of the spark measured at a
location .3 m directly above the spark source, i
From an earlier project on which the same spark source was |:i
used, it is known that the short-term repeatability of the spark ._
source averages 0.6 dB in i/3-octave bands in the range of i0 to _
.%
90 kHz. Long-term repeatability measured in i/3-octave bands iI
over a one-month period of active use averaged 1.8 dB. I
I
|
4.3 Ground Impedance
The current program considers two limiting values of ground
impedance, the first being a model of full-scale asphalt and the i
second being a model of grassland. For the asphalt, the imped- I
ance is high and a rigid ground plane appears to suffice. For Ithe grassland, we must find a proper match for the acoustic
i:_ impedance of the full-scale grassland (though at frequencies !
_ [ higher by the scaling factor: 100 in this case).
k
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Finding new materials that preserve impedance at scaled
frequencies is a significant material problem for absorptive
surfaces. Fortunately, we were able to use material similar to _
that used successfully by Jones [8, 14] for 80-scale grassland.
/
4 3 1 The model hard ground
Full-scale asphalt (hard ground) was modeled by a 1.6-mm
(0.063-in) thick aluminum sheet.
Embleton's data [15] give the effective flow resistance a ofE ,
"asphalt, sealed by dust and light use" as 30,000 cgs rayls.
This is the hardest ground surface catalogued by Embleton. With i
a scale factor of i00, this converts to o of 3,000,000 cg_ rayls,
which we have used in the analysis.
E 'We did not, however, verify that the aluminum sheet matched
this _, since reflection from such hard surfaces is very insensi-
tive to actual surface hardness. For these high-impedance sur- I
faces, we have assumed that the reflection coefficient is unity !
i
F° (without phase shift) for all angles of interest.
i 4.3.2 Model grassland
Jones's scaled grassland material consists of 2.5-cm thick _ ;
extruded polystyrene (Type RM as manufactured by Dow Chemical) _
with light tissue paper glued to its surface. The points in Fig.
10 are Jones's impedance data, unscaled. I
IIn App. D, the acoustical effects of i,upedance are condensed
l
into the so-called "effective" flow resistance a. Use of the I
real-number a simplifies the mathematics, compared with use of I
Ithe complex-impedance ,. From App. D,
I
_ -0.75 i
. Re(n) = 1 + 9.08 (f/v) )
i
Ira(,) = 11.9 (f/a) -0"73 !
" ifl ,
30
, ,, , .......................,,,_ __..... . -__ ._ ---__.°,
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With these equations, each of Jones's data points yields one
estimate of _. The mean of the 24 values of _ is 17,400 cgs
rayls, with a standard error of 2,300 cgs rayls. With 95%
confidence, therefore, the effective Elow resistance of the
scaled grassland is
17,400 ± 4,600 cgs rayls.
Note that for the impedance to be independent of scale,
o must scale linearly with frequency, per the equations above.
Since Jones's scale factor was 80, his model grass scales to a
full-scale a of 218 ± 58 cgs rayls. Embleton [15] catalogues ,grass with _ between 130 and 300 cgs rayls, an excellent match to
Jones's model grass, at 80-scale.
With a scale factor of i00, as used here, this material
scales to 174 ± 46 cgs rayls, which still lies within Embleton's
range.
i It is of interest to utilize the two equations above toreconstruct impedance at all frequencies, from the average value
of u. This has been done in Fig. 10, where the results are
compared to Embleton's impedance of full-scale grassland, scaled
upward by a Eactor of i00. The match seems adequate, though it
J
i is not as good as that for a scaling factor of 80. !_
i In subsequent comparisons of theory against data, we haveJ
used this scaled value of o, derived from Jones's data. Appendix
D presents equations for calculating the Insertion Loss (IL)
associated with reflections from finite-impedance ground.
i
J
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4.4 Data Acquisition System
4.4.1 Flow field data
A longitudinal section of the test geometry is shown in Fig.
ii. Profiles and rms turbulence intensity were taken at the
entrance to the test section (station 0; turntable leading edge),
and at the midpoint (station 4; turntable centerline), and at the
[I. end of the test area (station 8). When the "hill" was in place,
measurements were also taken at stations 2 and 6. Figure 12
shows turbulence data at two stations along the length of the
test section. Note that the turbulence is relatively insensitive
to position. Figure 13 summarizes the velocity profile data and
provides the input for later calculations of refraction. Several
points _re noteworthy in these data. Figure 13 illustrates thedramatic effect of the "hill" on the mean-velocity profile. Note
in Fig. 13 that the reversal in the sense of the velocity profile
near the hill top could provide a potential flanking path for i
]upstream-propagating sound to refract over the hilltop into the
area that would normally be in a shadow.
t
i
{
The acoustical measurement system in the wind tunnel employs
a total of three microphones - one 0.3-m directly abovs the spark _-
• and two others at a distance of 2.2 m from the spark gap at vari-
!
i
ous heights above the ground plane. To accommodate the high
sound pressure at 0.3 m from the spark, a 3.2-mm microphone is
used. This small diameter microphone also provides the required
high frequency response. The two microphones at 2.2 m are 6.4 n_n i
t in diameter for better sensitivity and lower equivalent pressure i
noise floor.* With the attachment of nose cones, proper frequency I
i
I
*Note that the two different size microphones (reference and i
receptor) have significantly different directionalcharacteristics.
33 .
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II response is achieved and the influence of wind-generated pressure
fluctuations is reduced. The microphones were installed on pre- d
_ amplifiers and the signals were fed through signal-conditioning
I', amplifiers to a seven-channel tape recorder. The high-pass
filter on the amplifiers was set at 100 Hz to reduce unwanted DC
I and very low frequency signals. The tape recorder was set up
with three of the seven channels operating in direct record (DR)
If mode and the other four in mode. The acoustic
FM signals were
fed to the three DR channels; one FM channel was used to record
[ the electrical trigger signal from the clock circuit. The
trigger 3ignal was recorded to synchronize the data analysis. At
76 cm/s tape speed the tape recorder has an upper frequency
_ response of 150 kHz and 40 dB signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio on the t
r- three DR channels.
|- For each test condition, the individual gains on the ampli-
|_ fiers were adjusted to optimize the S/N ratio on the tape record-
I. er. Typically, scope photos were teken of the signals being fed
to the tape recorder, A typical scope photo is shown in Fig. 14.f-
t. The uppermost trace represents a slice of 20 ms in the signal and :
the lower trace represents a 20-to-i expansion of the signal in
the vicinity of the first peak. The duration of each tape ;i!
recording was set to approximately two minutes, so that at least
I sparks were captured run. Dry-bulb _ i
4O for each and wet-bulb
measurements at 0.08 m above the ground plane were taken every
[ two hours during data acquisition.
i
t
i 4.5 Reduction of Experimental Data lAt the conclusion of the data-acquisition stage, 27 reels of
i tape had been recorded. A commercial analog-to-digital converter I
II and ?FT software package were customized to analyze the tapes. I
Customization involved altering the sampling rate, waveform and i
spectrum file management capability, internal triggering of the I
microcomputer, and use of a 256-1ine FFT. The data-reduction _ I
pror-dure is presented in the following paragraphs.
I 3"/ ,"
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FIGURE 14. SCOPB PBOTOGRAPBOF SPARK SIGNAL.
Vertical scale
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I Analog tapes were played into a microcomputer one channel at
a time, at a playback speed of 19 cm/s to match the frequency
q ,o response of the A/D converter to the upper frequency of interest. :
i. The trigger signal recorded from the spark's clock cilcuit was
connected internally in the computer, to act as an initiating
pulse for waveform acquisition. The analog signal was connected
I
to the input of th9 A/D converter. Input gain and t'me delay
were select_31e from the computer keyboard• r- _n arrival of the
trigger pulse, the computer waited a number of time-delay units
I proportional to the acoustic pulse travel time, then acquired !
J 1024 waveform points and stored them on diskette memory. The ; ._
time delay was chosen so that the arrival of the first pulse from _the spark occurred approximately 100 to 200 points after the
,m
beginning of data acquisition• For each test condition, at least _
40 source-spark, time-history waveforms were stored on diskette.
1
After digitization of the time waveforms for each selected _test condition, the FFT algorithm was loaded into computer memory J
and the spark waveforms were individually processed Waveform _
editing was possible through use of "begin" and "end" cursors to :
isolate the portion of the signal required for FFT computation. :_
[ iAfter computation, the EFT _f each spark was sto_ed on diskette _ i
memory. _'_ I
r iThe result is a set of 40 FFT spectra for the referencemicrophone (0.3 m above the 3park source) and a set _f 40 FFT
I spectra for the receptor microphones (2.2 m from the spark), all
stored on one diskette. Individual spectra from a 40-spectra
block were fed through a program that sums the constant-bandwidth Iline spectra in each i/3-octave hand and stored the resultant I
.I. I/3-octave band sound pressure levels in an array. We note that I
[ this procedure introduces znaccuracies in the lower I/3-octave ',i
bands. The lowest I/3-octave band computed was 2 kHz (scaled I
,_ frequency 20 Hz). If lower frequencies are required, the !
original data can be band-limlted and then sampled at a lower
rate to improve resolution. When all individual spectra are
.i
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I summed into i/3-octave bands and loaded into the array, the
program searched through the array in each i/3-octave band and
- _mputed the minimum, maximum, and mean level in each band, plus
.he standard deviation about the mean. An example of the pro-
i gram's output is shown in Fig. 15.J !
4.6 Summa_ry of Test Conditions
i The scale model test program was designed to systematically i
vary parameters of interest and determine the relative effects.
I The parameters varied during these tests were: i
i
o wind direction
E o Ground impedance _]
!
f
E o Source height
o Receiver height i
o Barrier height _ j
J
A
o Wind speed. ,i
!
Two wind directions were tested with the receiver microphones
first downwind and then upwind from the spark source. The ground _1 !
impedance was initially "hard" (a 1.6-mm thick aluminum sheet) ! :
and then changed _o a "soft" (finite-impedance) surface. These _ i
ground surfaces are described in Sec. 4.3. The heights of the
spark gap above the ground plane we.e 0.013 m (designated 0+),
0.15 m, and 0.3 m, to represent actual source heights of "ground
level," 15 m and 30 m. Receiver heights of 0.013 m (designated
0+), 0.038 a, 0.076 m, and 0.15 m were used to represent actual I
m
}
" 3 8 m, 7.6 m, and 15 m. Acoustic data
heights of "ground level, . i
were acquired without a barrier, and with 0.15 m barriers, Ib
representing 15-m high ridges. The last parameter, wind speed,
was chosen to be independent of scale. Its values were 2.5 m/s,
5.0 m/s, and 8.8 m/s.
| .
| 4o
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I All parameter combinations could not be tested within the
project resources and the program was reduced to the following
i test conditions:
i o Downwind, hard ground, spark at 0+ (all other parameters!
. varied through full range)
o Upwind, hard .ground (all other parameters varied through
i
i full range)
o Upwind, soft ground (no barrier - all cases tested)
(0.15 m barrier- spark at 0+ and 0.15 m height tested).. i
i
The test matrix and data log are presented in App. A.
1
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II.. 5. ANALgFFICAL MODELS
.d&
A primary purpose of this study was to evaluate the appli-
_ cability of scale model tests for long-range low-altitude sound :
L. propagation research. The evaluation consisted of a comparison
t of the experimental results with prediction fr_n analyticali models. Models that have been validated by full scale experiment ':
were clearly the first choice. Unfortunately, for many of the[! ,cases of interest here, there were no validated models. We
therefore had to develop approximate analytical models for these
L cases. We recognize, however, that discrepancies between -
!
analysis and experiment, when we use the newly developed models,
it :may be due either to (11 deficiencies in scale-modeling or (21 ! i
deficiencies in the analytical model itself.
II 'In the following paragraphs we describe the newly created
models in detail to underline the assumptions and to point out
limitations. Where thought necessary, suggestions are made for !
development of more advanced models.
For the analysis of these atmospheric effects, we use three
analytical models: refraction from knowledge of wind gradients; [
I level reduction within diffraction shadows; and level reduction _
_" within soft-ground shadows. The appropriate equations appear in i :i
' l
i Apps. B, C, and D. Combinations of these mathematical models are _used to predict each of the atmospheric effects.
I Quantizing the effects of atmospheric turbulence is beyondthe sccpe of this analysis, although its effects may influence _ I]
the experimental results.
5.1 Creation of Refraction Shadow Upwind (Fig. I, Effect 11
I
i Of critical importance to upwind refraction is the source : 1
ray that just grazes the ground before refracting further upward, i
This ray is the nominal boundary of the upwind refraction shadow. I
J
From a ray-at 9ustic point of view, no source rays penetrate this I
F_ shadow.
%
I 43 ' i
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•_ I Of course, the sound field cannot sustain a true disconti-
!
;' nuity across this ray - from outside to inside the shadow.
Transformation of the vertical geometry, as shown in Fig. 16,
t
i ' provides some insight into how this apparent discontinuity can be
I avoided. In effect, this vertical transformation has changed the
j I. refraction geometry to one of "diffraction" over a hill.
-'t
i j_ In the transformed geometry, rays that lie relatively close"_ to the grazing ray transform as relatively straight lines; ther , '
-r
iIf- mationthediffraction, model is applicable, at ]east to a first approxi- i,'
. In accordance with diffraction theory, the level reduction .il 'starts somewhat outside the shadow and inc:'eases dramatically as ! ?
the shadow is entered. At the limiting ray itself, the level 1
reduction is 6 dB; in essence, the entire bottom half of the .
wavefront is obscured by the hill. : _
i Required then is the location of the grazing ray for the _
)" relevant source position. To transform vertically, this grazing i iray is inverted, as shown in Fig. 17.
1
_. There is no precendent for transforming from refraction to ,
diffraction in this manner. However, intuitively, the trans- I _
formation preserves the physics close to the grazing ray, at _
• (
: i least for the higher frequencies, where conditions far off the _-'
-" grazing ray have little influence. We also recognize that the
_i diffraction approximation will tend to lose validity as the
ii receptor deviates further from the &razing ray; for large
i. deviations, the actual ray path between the ground and the recap-
_t
tot is certainly not straight in the transformed geometry.
Success of this diffraction approximation also depends upon
.,:i how well the resulting diffraction is modeled. "Wedge" diffrac-
J tion will be satisfactory only if the transformed ground plane
' I" approximates a wedge - that is, only if refraction is extreme
near the ground.
[ ,4 )'
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f This transformation of refraction into "diffraction" is only
approximate and is used because no more accurate theory exists.
[ In summary, the level reduction within the refraction
shadow, referenced to free-field propagation, is computed by:
o the sound that from the andLoca_-ing ray
emanates source
just grazes the ground, using App. B
_ o Transforming vertically, to convert this grazing ray
into a straight line
I'" o Locating the transformed receptor, as shown in Fig. 17L_
o Computing the diffraction IL from App. C.
These steps result in the IL of the ground in the presence i
of wind. To obtain the effect of the wind alone, this IL must be
compared to the no-wind IL with the same geometry. Therefore,
o Compute the effect of the ground alone, from App. D,
without wind ![ •o Subtract this no-wind result from the IL with wind, to
obtain the effect of the wind alone. >
!i5.2 Creation of Soft-Ground Shadow Upwind (Fig. I, Effect 2) i_
i The effect of the ground, with wind, is computed by. I
o Computing the ground/surface portion of the no-wind I
I solution from App. D - both magnitude and phase
i
% f
I
o Locating the refracted sound ray that emanates from the
source, reflects from the ground (with angle of
reflection equal to angle of incidence), and intercepts
i ! the receptor
o Observing (i) the grazing angle between this ray and the
ground, and (2) the refracted path length from source to
receptor, reflected from the ground
%
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I o Relocating both the source and r-ceptor vertically down-
ward, preserve this grazing angle. These two new
:-- positions and the ground-reflection point define a
I. triangle
i o Locating the refracted sound ray that emanates from the
source directly to the receptor, without reflection from
i the ground
o Observing the refracted path-length of this ray from
source to receptor
o Subtracting the two refracted path lengths from source i
to receptor: one direct and the other reflected from _ }
the ground - to obtain the path-length difference
o Further relocating the source and receptor to (I) pre- I4
serve geometric similarity with the triangle above, and .:
Ii (2) duplicate the path-length difference just computed. .
This results in a source/receptor/reflection triangle _
[_ geometrically similar to the one above, but smaller. _ .(As is obvious from Fig. I, Effect 2, the wind has the
effect of reducing the path-length difference between _ {
direct and reflected ray. This reduction in triangle I 4
size duplicates the reduced path-length difference,
i while preserving the reflection angles at the ground and _ i
also preserving the ratio between the source-ground
distance and the ground-receptor distance. Moreover,
the ratio between the reflected-ray length and the
direct-ray length is also preserved, thus guaranteeing
that the increased divergence of the reflected ra'_,
relative to the direct ray, is preserved.)
o Computing the soft-ground IL from App. D, using this
i transformed geometry, but retaining only the direct and
reflected terms, including their phases
!
,I
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i;
I o Combining these direct and reflected terms with the no-
wind ground/surface term, preserving phase.
I.i These steps result in the IL of the ground in the presence
of wind. To obtain the effect of the wind alone, this IL must becompared to the no-wind IL with the same geometry. Therefore,
i o Compute the soft-ground IL from App. D, without wind
o Subtract this no-wind result from the IL with wind to
i obtain the effect of the wind alone.
5.3 Elimination of Diffraction Shadow Downwind(Fig. I, Effect 3) ,i
The refraction model of App. B can be used to locate the
refracted path between source and receptor. If this path misses
the hill sufficiently, then diffraction has been flanked. The
former diffraction shadow is no longer reduced
level within the
by diffraction, i
5.4 Elimination of Diffraction Shadow Upwind (Fig, I, Effect 4)
I A diffraction shadow behind intervening terrain
may possibly
be flanked upwind, because of the strong anomalous wind gradient i
- near the terrain peak. If the anomalous downward refraction is |,._
strong enough to overbalance the upward refraction along the rest
i of the sound path, this flanking will exist.
The refraction model of App. B can be used to locate the
refracted path between source and receptor, over the top of the
hill - if such a path can be found. If this path misses the hill
, sufficiently, then diffraction has been flanked. The level within
{ the former diffraction shadow is no longer reduced by diffraction.
%
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I 6. COMPARISON OF MODEL TESTS WITR ANALYTICAL PREDICTIONS
Three no-wind cases were first selected for analysis. These
/ are :
o Propagation over flat, hard ground
i o Propagation over flat, soft (absorptive) ground
o Propagation over a (soft-ground) hill.i
I
i
Comparison of theory with experiment for these cases pro-
I vides calibration of the experimental method, separate any
from
wind-induced effects.
I_ Next, the data for maximum wind gradients, as presented in
App. F, were used to analyze four wind-induced effects. These
I- are :
o Creation of soft-ground shadow upwind (Effect 2).
I_ o Elimination of diffraction shadow downwind (Effect 3) i
i o Elimination of diffraction shadow upwind (Effect 4)
" _ Experimental results for each case were compared with !,
'_ _ results obtained from the previously described analytical models. ; _
I
I
The comparison and appropriate discussion are presented in the
-' following paragraphs. _
I
6.1 Sound Propagation Without Wind I
I
6. i. 1 Propagation over flat, hard ground I,
The geometries selected for propagation over flat, hard I
ground appear in Fig. 18. Note that the vertical scale is
stretched 10-to-l, relative to the horizontal scale. The source- I
_".! receptor distance for all selected geometries is 2.2 m. Three I
! [! pairs of source/receptor heights were selected:m
t
I[
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i (0, 0.15)
,1
E 0.1
l.-
-r-
•1- (2.2, 0.0761 '
-i (2.2, 0.038) ;
j (0,0.013) i(2.2, 0,013) ._ .
•
I I ,
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I!! FIGORE 18. GEONBTRIES FOR PROPAGATION OVER FLAT, BARD GRObID, ,
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0.15 m/0.076 m
0.15 m/0.038 m
{ -0.013 m/0.013 m.
The 0.013 m height constitutes the smallest height that the
spark-source could manage. It is labeled at 0 + amd corresponds
to a full-scale height of 1.3 m.
For these geometries, App. D was used to calculate the IL of
the ground, assuming the previously discussed effective flow ;
resistance of 3,000,000 cgs rayls for the aluminum plate.
Calculated ILs appear in Table i.
1
!
f
Source height 0.15 m; receptor height 0.076 m _i
Figure 19 contains a comparison of the analysis with
experiment for the 0.15-m source and 0.076-m receptor• Mean I#
values obtained from experiment are represented by a solid line; _
r theoretical predictions are shown as a dashed line
At low frequencies, the analysis predicts a 6 dB pressure
I doubling, where direct and reflected waves constructively inter- i
1 fere. This pressure doubling is partially missing from the
experimental results.
• In the 16-kHz band, the analysis predicts a deep minimum due
to destructive interference between direct and reflected rays.
At 16 kHz exactly, the analysis yields the following
pressure contributions:
I o Direct-wave pressure: 1 (since IL is
normalized to this
i free-field pressure) !
o Reflected-wave pressure: 0.983 exp[i2_(0.492)] !
i
I_ * Ground/surface-wave pressure: 0.003_ exp[i2_(0.062)], i
L:
.I
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ii
ANALYSIS RESULTS: NO _ND
I
!l
I Bard Hard Ba_d _ft _ft Soft SoftTerrain Flat Flat Flat Flat Flat Hill Hill
i Source Height (m) 0.15 0. Ii0 0.013 0.]5 0.15 0.15 0° 15
Receptor Height (m; 0.076 0. J38 0.013 0.076 0.0381 0.07C 0.038
I I/3-Octav_ 2.0 kHz -5.8 -6.0 -6.0 -5.4 -5.7 5 6
_nd
Insertion 2.5 -5.7 -5.9 -6.0 -5.2 -5.5 5 6
-L _ss (d_) 3.2 -5.6 -5.9 -6.0 -4.7 -5.2 r 6
r 3 -5 8 -6.0 -4.1 -4.9 6 6 i_ .F '. 5 -4.9 -5.7 -6.0 -3.1 -4.3 6 7 i
6.3 -4.2 -5.6 -6.0 -1.5 -3.5 6 7
8 -3.1 -5.3 -6.0 1.2 -2.3 6 7 _>
I0 -i.0 -4.9 --6.0 5.7 -0.6 6 8 4
12.5 3.1 -4.2 -6.0 8.7 1.8 7 8
16 26.0 -3.0 -6.0 1.9 5.5 7 9 _i
20 3.1 -0.9 -6.0 -2.0 6.3 8 i0 _
25 -3.4 3.3 -5.9 -3.5 2.5 8 II {_.
31.5 -5.8 22.2 -5.9 -1.8 -I.i i0 :2 _.j
40 -3._ 2.8 -5.8 5.4 -3.2 ii 13
50 12.9 -3.4 -5.7 -2.2 -3.1 12 15 1
il
_tes: j,
: I. Negative ILs denote an _plification of the free-field sound
level.
2. Hill is 0.15 m high.
I
B "
..... I JII I I -- " 1 ........ rill' : ; Y __ _ _ ....
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FIGURE 19. PROPAGATION OVER FLAT, HARD GROUND WITH NO WIND.
I' (SOURCE HEIGHT .15 m, RECEIVER HEIGHT .076 In,'_ DISTANCE 2.2 m. )
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1
I These pressure details point out that the reflected wave is
I
nearly equal in magnitude to the direct wave, but out of phase
_ with it by 0.4?2 wavelengths. Of this 0.492, only 0.003 is due
i to phase shift upon reflection; the remainder is due to the path- :
( length difference between direct and reflected rays. Further,
I _ these details show that the ground/surface wave is of no
importance.
The minimum present in the experimental results in the 16 !
kHz i/3-octave band is not as deep as that predicted by theory
t 'for a number of reasons. In particular, in order for a direct i
and reflected signal to cancel each other to the point required l
E 'for a 26 dB reduction the 2 signals must be within__.5 dB of each I
other. Small variations in the directivity of the receiver
[ :microphone in the frequency range of interest may be greater than _
.5 dB, precluding the measurement of the predicted cancellation.
I_ In addition, system noise will tend to f.ill in the deep void.
I
Note also that complete destructive interference occurs only i !
[" at one frequency within the i/3-octave band, not throughout the
L
entire band. For this reason, the i/3-octave band calculations i
I do not predict "no energy whatsoever" -- that is, "minus
>
infinity" decibels. The analysis takes this effect into account, i
although it assumes an incident spectrum that is uniform across •
t fthe i/3-octave band. This assumption can lead to error in the _'_
following two ways. First, if the incident spectrum is concent- I
rated around the frequency of destructive interference, then the
analysis should falsely underpredict the destructive interference i
-- that is, the measured level should be lower than predicted.
On the other hand, if the incident spectrum is concentrated away I
5
i from the frequency of destructive interference, the opposite i
{
should happen -- the measured level should be greater than !_
I
predicted. Therefore, this assumption concerning the incident
spectrum may effect the results either way: either increasing or
decreasing the measured destructive interference.
!i
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In the 31 kHz band, the analysis predicts constructive
• interference between direct and reflected waves, for a 6-dB
i increase in level. Some indication of this constructive inter-ference occurs in the experimental results. In the 50-kHz band, :
the analysis again predicts destructive interference, though not
as complete as before. In this band, the experimental results
agree well with the analysis.
I
Source height 0.15 m; receptor height 0.038 m i
{! Figure 20 presents the results of the comparison of experi-
ment and analysis for the 0.15-m source and 0.038-m receptor. At i
rr-
I._ lOW frequent ies, the anal ys is age in pred icts a 6-dB pressure : !
doubling which is now present in the experimental results. !
E In the 31 kHz band, the analysis predicts a deep minimum due I
to destructive interference. At 31.5 kHz exactly, the analysis
i yields the following contributions: I
o Direct-wave pressure : 1 i: >'
o Reflected-wave pressure: 0.966 exp[i2_(0.488)] !
i
I o Ground/surface-wave pressure: 0.0050 exp[i2_(0.078)].
I• Of the 0.488 phase shift in the reflected wave, only 0.007 is due '
I to phase shift upon reflection; the remainder is due to path- _ 1
gr
] length difference. Again, microphone directivity variations and %
the system noise floor preclude us from achieving the theoretic-
ally predicted minimum.I
4
I' i Source height 0.013 m; receptor height 0.013 m ,I• Figure 21 presents the comparison of experimental results i
with analysis for the 0.013-m source and receptor. At all I
frequencies, the analysis predicts a 6-dB pressure doubling. 1
Pressure doubling is prerent in the experimental results at _he I
i[r__ lower frequencies, but tends to disappear at the upper. The Iexperimental results also indicate that there is destructive
interference in the 20- and 50-kHz bands.
56 I
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FIGURE 20. PROPAGATION OVER HARD, FLAT GROUND WITH NO WIND.
_, (SOURCE HEIGHT .15 ra, RECEIVER HEIGHT .038 m,DISTANCE 2.2 m. )
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I General discussion of hard-_round results
The destructive interference in the 16 kHz i/3-octave band
is not as pronounced in the experimental data as one would expect
from the theory. In addition to the microphone directivity and
1 noise floor causes, we have noted that for all data taken with
1 the hard-ground aluminum plate, acoustic energy was detected :
before the arrival of the airborne pulse. This "pre-arrival"
I
' energy appears to the left of the main pulse in Fig. 14. We
suspect that this is caused by an acoustic bending wave in the
aluminum plate generated by the extreme pressure field near the ;
spark source. This wave travels outward from the spark at the '
(
I speed of bending waves in aluminum plate of this thickness. As
the bending wave propagates in the aluminum plate, it constantly _
[i radiates a portion of its energy as sound. Since this speed is
greater than the speed of sound in air, it arrives in the
l_ vicinity of the receptor microphone prior to the airborne energy. !
Such anomalous energy at the receptor microphone would be : J
Ii insignificant in most bands, but highly significant in bands with i
expected destructive interference. In essence, the anomalous 1
i energy fills in these "zeros." A similar argument can be posed i
for the destructive interference in the 31-kHz band in Fig. 20. _
!I :Figure 21 also shows signs of destructive interference in _the 20 and 50 kHz bands. For the given source/receptor geometry,this interference behavior could not be duplicated by the analy-sis for any value of the ground's flow resistance. At first
i glance, the analysis points toward the existence of a source at
0.75 m to achieve this interference behavior. This explanation I
l
is not feasible since it does not account for the interference !
i near 50 kHz. We the.afore attribute these differences again to
the bending waves in the plate or to reflections from both the I.
source-microphone supports and the receptor-microphone supports. ,
I All of these supports were reflective, and approximately 0.005 m ,I
in diameter: a troublesome size at these higher frequencies, i
i'" Suggested for further study are a_ditional measurements with
\
I
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I these supports made acoustically absorptive. Because the geom-
etry is so simple and the analysis so unambiguous, this situation
a_
I is ripe for detailed diagnostic measurements•
In summary, the flat hard-ground data, without wind,
t
" I indicate that:
L
i o Future measurements should be made with all supporting
.} I
rods acoustically absorptive
o Future hard-ground material should be damped to minimize .
[ ,bending waves•
|
I 6.1.2 Propagation over flat, soft (absorptive) ground ; _|
The selected geometries for propagation over flat, soft
I-_ (absorptive) ground appear in Fig• 22• Two pairs of source-
l.
receptor heights were selected:
!
I 0 15 m/0.076 m1 "0.15 m/0.038 m.I '
' For these geometries, App. D was used to calculate the IL of
' I the ground assuming an effective flow resistance of 17,400 cgs i
' i{• rayls, as previously di._ 'ussed. Resulting ILs appear in Table i.
Source height 0.15 m; receL_tor height 0.076 m
I
( Figure 23 contains the comparison of experimental results [
i
with analysis for the 0.15-m source and 0.076-m receptor• At low
frequencies, the analysis predicts a 6-d_ pressure doubling• I
This pressure doubling is again partially missing from the I
experimental results.
_' In the 12.5 kRz band, the analysis predicts a moderate mini- ,I.
:I I
ii L mum, due to partially destructive interference between direct and _
reflected rays. This destructive interference at 12.5 kRz is
seen in the experimental esults. Th match here is good. At
,I _ 12.5 kHz exactly, the analysis yields the following pressure
contributions:
*]i i
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FIGORE 22. GEOMETRIES POR PROPAGATION OVER PLAT, SOPT GROOND.
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I, !
e h
_I I o Direct-wave pressure: 1 (since IL is normalized
_ | to this free-field _
,_! pressure)
_. o Reflected-wave pressure: 0.572 exp[i2_(0.507)]
t
o Ground/surface-wave pressure: 0.0762 exp[i2_(0.195)].
4 ,
I i These pressure details point out that the reflected wave is isignificantly reduced in magnitude compared to the direct wave,
and very nearly out of phase with it. As distinct from the hard-
I the moderate amount of destructive interference here !ground
case,
is due to the reduced amplitude of this reflected wave. Of this i%
li 0.507 phase shift, 0.124 is due to phase shift upon reflection - _!
a significant fraction of the total, as distinct from the hard-
ground case. The remainder of the phase shift is due to the !.
• path-length difference between direct and reflected rays. _
!
Ii In the 25 kHz band, the analysis predicts partially con- i;
7|| structive interference between direct and reflected waves. This
i interference also occurs in the experimental results, though with _ i
i a slight frequency shift downward.
[ In the 40-kHz band, the analysis again predicts destructive i i
' interference, though not as complete as before. This inter- '
ference is also evident in the experimental data. At 40 kHz _ I
i
4
exactly, the analysis yields the following contributions: :_
o Direct-wave pressure: 1
o Reflected-wave pressure: 0.447 exp[i2_(0.495)]
o Ground/surface-wave pressure: 0.0188 exp[i2_(0.321)].
i
Of the 0.495 phase shift of the reflected wave, 0.272 is due to
.i phase shift upon reflection. As is apparent, the ground-surface I,
term is negligible. 1
Source height 0.15 m_ receptor height 0.038 m
Figure 24 contains the results of the comparison for the i
0.15-m source and 0.038-m receptor. !"
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I At low _requencies, the analysis predicts a 6-dB pressure
doubling, which is again mostly missi_ from the experimental
' results. In the 20-kHz band, the analysis predicts a moderate
minimum, due to partially destructive interference between direct
and reflected rays. This predicted interference is evident inthe experimental data. At 20 kHz exactly, the analysis yields
the following pressure contributions: I
o Direct-wave pressure: 1
o Reflected-wave pressure: 0.471 exp[i2_(0.515)]
o Ground/surface-wave pressure: 0.0650 exp[i2_(0.279)].
Of the phase 0.515 shift of the reflected wave, 0.209 is due
to phase shift upon reflection. As is apparent, the ground/ !surface term is essentially negligible. '
In the 40-kHz band, the analysis predicts partially con-
structive interference between direct and reflected waves. This _
!
interference occurs in the experimental results, though to a j
lesser degree.
4
I General discussion of soft-ground results
With soft ground, agreement between experiment and analysis _ '
is very good except at very low frequencies. In general, the
soft-ground measurements yielded destructive interference where I
ipredicted, with approximately the correct magnitudes. There are
a number of reasons why we should expect the soft ground data to
J
compare better with theory than do the hard ground data. First,
the expected destructive interference is not as great with soft I
I
ground, and therefore system noise is not as important. Second, }
the aluminum plate is not only effectively damped by the model ii
grass, but also the model grass reduces the amount of energy that I
_i can enter the plate and be subsequently radiated.
65
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i 6.1.3 Propagation over a soft-ground hill
The selected geometries for propagation over a hill appear +
t
in Fig 25 Note that the vertical scale is stretched 10-to-l,
I l • •
relative to the horizontal scale. The source-receptor distance
[_ for all selected geometries is again 2 2 m. Two pairs of source/
I.
receptor heights were selected:
0.15 m/0.076 m
0.15 m/0.038 m.
|
For these geometries, App. C was used to calculate the IL of
the hill, assuming the full-scale ground impedance in Fig. i0, _ +_
scaled upwards in frequency by a factor of 100. Although this _
}
I+ full-scale impedance does not correspond exactly to the impedance
!
in the scale model (which also appears in Fig. I0) results are f
very insensitive to ground impedance.
! !
In each use of App. C, four solutions were obtained: i i
i o Kurze: hard, thin-screen + '
o Pierce: hard-wedge
I ; .:o Pierce: hard, thin-screen (same as hard wedge but '
•
interior wedge angle reduced to zeLo)
r
I 4 ,
I o Pierce: absorptive wedge. _"
t
The Kurze equations apply only to thin screens, and predict ]
i
i a barrier IL of 5 d_ when the line-of-sight between source and i
receptor just grazes the barrier top. Theoretically, this value ]
should be 6 dB, since the entire bottom half of the wavefront is I
truncated in this geometry.
i i
Pot this same grazing geometry, the Pierce hard-wedge equa- t
I_ tions predict an IL of 0 dB. Por receptors outside the geometri.-
cal shadow of the barrier, these Pierce equations predict ampli-
_+ fication. Obviously, Pierce's equations are not valid in the
vicinity of the grazing line-of-sicht. +
%
[ +7
• t
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I AS a compromise, the maximum of either Kurze or Pierce was
used. Thereby, for a geometry with the receptor inside the
f geometric shadow, 5 or 6 dB IL (Kurze) was obtained at the lowest
frequencies, increasing slowly with increasing frequency, unti]
the Kurze solution equaled the Pierce solution. Invariably, the
I Pierce IL exceeded the Kurze IL above this transition frequency,
and, thertfore, Pierce was used for higher frequencies.
The Pierce thin-screen solution predicted 2-3 dB higher ILs
than Kurze, at the highest frequencies. Comparison of Pierce
thin-screen with Pierce hard-wedge indicated a reduction in IL
due to the thickness of the wedge: 1-2 dB for these cases, inde-
of of the Pierce withpendent frequency. Comparison hard-wedge
the Pierce absorptive-wedge indicated the additional IL due to i
the absorptive ground: 0-i dB for these cases.
For the wedge calculations, two (p, q) (see App. C for the
Ii definition of and q) pairs were used to bracket the wedgeP
angle, which is 4.189 radians. These (p, q) pairs are:
(31, 12), yielding an angle of 4.058 radians
O
o (33, 12;, yielding an angle of 4.320 radians.
The wedge solutions were essentially identical for both bracket-
ing runs, in all cases.
Resulting ILs appear in Table I. _
Source height 0.15 m; receptor height 0.076 m
Figure 26 contains the comparison of experimental results
with the analysis for the 0.15-m source and 0.076-m receptor.
The mat, h between analysis and experiment is quite good over
the _ntire frequency range. The destructive interference in the
4 co 8 kHz range indicated in the experJ_nental data results most
I likely from ray paths that reflect from the horizontal ground
surface of the tunnel. These paths are not considered in the
. simple analytical model and, consequently, we do not expect to
predict this type of interference.
68 ,
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PIGURE 26. PROPAGATION OVER SOPT GROUND WITH .15 m HILL AND NO I
[-: WIND. (SOORCE HEIGHT .15 m, RECEPTOR HEIGHT .076 m,
DISTANCE 2.2 m. )
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Source height 0.15 m; receptor height 0.038 m
Figure 27 contains the comparison of experimental results
with the analysis for the 0.15-m source and 0.038-m receptor.
The match between analysis and experiment is quite good.
Again, the experimental results indicate destructive interference
that is not predicted by the simple analytical model. The cause
is no doubt the same deficiency in the mathematical model as
pointed out previously, i.e., lack of ground plane. As expected,
the attenuation very close to the ground (0.038 m receiver
I height) is greater than for the previous 0.076 m receiver height
presented in Fig. 26.
[
General discussion of soft-_round with hill. results !
J
The Pierce model was chosen for analysis because it alone
allowed computation of the effect of absorptive ground. However,
this model does |lave some deficiencies when applied to the
propagation o-,er a soft-ground hill.
i pierce's diffraction equations do not predict the inter- _
ference that appears in the experimental data. For the hill-on-
I a-horizontal-plane geometry that was used in this study, such _ :i
interference could arise due to paths that reflect from the |_
horizontal portion of the terrain. Pierce's infinit _dge L_i
geometry does not allow incorporation of these addit al paths,
(retaining phase) and consequently the interference is not
expected.
I
1 In summary, the soft-hill data, without wind, indicate that:
" Comparison between theory and experiment are quite good
o Future analysis should incorporate the effects of rays
reflected from the horizontal ground surfaces.
[,,..
i
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6.2 Sound Propagation With Wind
6.2.1 Creation of soft-ground shadow upwind (Effect 2)
i
Where a soft-ground shadow did not exist because the ground
was too remote, upward refraction can, in effect, bring the
ground closer and thereby create a _oft-ground shadow.
r
For this test, the selected source-receptor geometry appears
in Fig. 28. Note that the vertical scale is stretched 10-to-l,
relative to the horizontal scale. The source-receptor distance
is 2.2 m. This geometry would tend to produce a soft-ground
shadow because the refraction reduces both (a) the grazing angle
of incidence with the ground, and (b) the path length difference
between direct and reflected rays -- both relative to the no-windi
i situation, i
J
i For this geometry, the flat-terrain wind data of App. F was
. used to search for both the direct ray and the reflected path : ,
?
from the ground. No reflected path was found, however. For this _
I source-receptor geometry and wind condition, the receptor is in
?
the upwind refraction shadow (Effect I). The computed grazing
ray appears in Fig. 29. Therefore, these experimental data test _
not for Effect 2, but for a soft-ground version of Effect i.
I However, there do exist two direct rays from source to _ _i
]l receptor, shown in Fig. 29. One is high above the ground, while I
i the other is refracted strongly near the ground. I
I
Note that this second direct ray does not undergo any phase [
4
!
shift near the ground. However, it does have a phase shift rela- I
1tire to the higher direct ray due to path-length difference.
Therefore, the two combine coherently at the receptor and produce
interference. The resulting levels, relative to the di:-ect ray
alone, appear in Table 2 and in Fig. 30, where they are comparedto experimental results.
At the lower frequencies, the analysis predicts 5-6 dB of
pressure doubling, which is partly missing from the experimental
72
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. TABLE 2
ANALYSIS RESULTS: WITH WIND
I
I Effect Effect 2 Effect 3 Effect 4
Reference Wind
!
i Speed (m/s) 8.8 0 2.5 0 8.8 0
Soft Soft Hard Hard Hard Hard
• Terrain Flat Flat Hill Hill Hill Hill
ource Height (m) 0.15 0.15 0.013 0.013 0.15 0.157
I IReceptor Height (m) 0.076 0.076 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15
I/3-Octave Band
- Insertion Loss (dB) -5.9 -5.4 5 6 5 5
-5.8 -5.2 5 6 5 5
-5.6 -4.7 5 6 5 5
I -5.4 -4.1 6 6 5 5
-5.1 -3.1 6 7 5 5
! ,-4.5 -1.5 6 7 5 5
-3.5 1.2 6 8 6 5
! -i. 8 5.7 6 8 6 5
0.6 8.7 7 9 6 5
I i0.i 1,9 7 i0 6 5 _, i
' 5.5 -2.0 7 II 6 5
:_ -2.2 -3.s 8 12 7 s
_ -5.6 -1.8 9 13 7 5
I
-4.8 5.4 i0 14 7 5
3.4 -2.2 ii 15 8 5
I
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results. In the 16 kHz band, and somewhat less in the 20 kHz
_ band, the analysis predicts destructive interference. Some .
', interference appears in the experimental results. Around 31-40
•, kHz, the analysis predicts constructive interference, which is
_ { not present in the experimental results. In the 50 kHz band, the
analysis again predicts destructive interference, which does
, appear experimentally. The no-wind reference case appeared
previously in Fig. 23.
!
F
I Discussion of results
At the lower frequencies, the 5-6 dB pressure doubling is
I missing from the experimental data. Suspected again is a gain
misadjustment. Compared to the no-wind situation, interference
i at moderate and tends to be "washed out." This
high frequencies
is probably due to wind turbulence, which tends to destroy
I coherence between the interfering rays. In spite of this,
[
however, levels are not significantly changed by the wind,
- although the energy is shifted somewhat in frequency.
_ , 6.2.2 Elimination of hard-ground diffraction shadow downwind i
,_ (Effect 3) _
' A diffraction shadow behind intervening terrain may be
i flanked by refraction, if the wind velocity gradients are strong _.i
| enough. For this t st, the selected source-receptor geometry
i appears in Fig. 31. Note that the vertical scale is stretched
10-to-l, relative to the horizontal scale. The source-L'eceptor
I, distance is 2.2 m.
i For this geometry, the 0.15 m hill wind data of App. F was
I I used to search for the flanking ray -- that is, the ray that
i I
' refracts over the hilltop, directly from source to receptor. No !L
t such ray was found since the wind velocity gradients are not _'sufficiently strong to produce complete flanking for this
source/hill/receptor geometry.[
k
...........* ,,j
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I Therefore, we searched for two alternative rays: the first
between the source and the hilltop; the second between the hill-
I
I top and the receptor. It proved impossible to find such a ray
pair. Extreme refraction near the hilltop prevented any ray from
reaching this topmost point. An increase in initial ray angle
I (at the source) from 9.761631 degrees to 9.761632 degrees -- an
increase of only 0.000001 degrees -- pro Zuced a discontinuity in
! ray height, at the hilltop's range, from 0.01 m to 0.017 m.
Figure 32 shows this discontinuity, in effect, the extreme wind-
i velocity gradients at the hilltop produced an effective
singularity there.
As a compromise, the following two rays were sought: t_e
first between the source and the hilltop-plus-0.017 m; the second
p-
I. between th_.s same point and the r_ceptor. T_,e_e two paths appear
in Fig. 33.
_. Although in the figure these paths appear smoothly connected
at the hilltop, their slopes actually differ. The source ray
I the hilltop at an angle of 4.4 degrees down from the
approaches I
horizontal, while the receptor ray emerges at an argle of 0.3
degrees upward from the horizontal. The angular difference of
4.1 degrees is the effective angle ef diffraction over the
hilltop.
For comparison, the angle of diffraction without wind is 6.7
degrees. As expected, the wind has reduced the angle of
diffraction.
Figure 33 also shows the transformed source and receptor
points -- transformed to preserve diffraction angles at the
hilltop and also to preserve the source-hilltop and the hilltop-
receptor distances. With these transformed points, App. C was
used to calculate the IL due to diffraction. Three solutionsl
I_ were obtained: i
I;
I q 79
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o Pierce: hard, thin-screen
o Pierce: hard-wedge.
As was done for the no-wind diffraction case above, the
maximum of either the Kurze or Pierce solutions was used, because
the Pierce solutions are not valid for low frequencies.
i
I The Pierce thin-screen solution predicted 1-3 dB higher ILs
than did Kurze, at the highest frequencies. Comparison of Pierce
I thin-screen with Pierce hard-wedge calculations indicated a
|
• reduction in IL due to the thickness of the wedge: 1 dR for these
I cases, independe_,t of frequency.
For wedge calculations, a (p, q) pair of (33, 12) was used
to ap[_.roxi_ate the wedge angle, yielding an angle of 4.3197
' radians.
Resulting ILs appear in Table 2 and in Fig. 34a, where they
are compa.ed to e Derimental _-esults.
_i At th_ I her frequencies, the analysis predicts 5-6 dB of
:! barrie_ dt _ation, which is mostly missing from the experi-
i mental results. At the upper frequencies, the match between
|! analysis and experiment is good, except that the experimental
results include interference not present in the analytical I
i model. This intezference is again probably due to rays reflect- !
_, ing frem the horizontal ground surface not considered in the 1I
analytical model. I
I i,
Mathematical models exist for computing barrier IL over an
" absorptive horizontal surface [16]. However, these models
', consider only thin-screc_ barriers, not we,]ges, and would not beJ
_i _ applicaule here. Our actual groun_ surface consisted of two
I
| parts: (I) the wedge's surface, tilted to the horizontal and (2)
' _. the horizontal ground, upon which the wedge sat. Required,
Q theretore, is a theory that takes both of these absorptive ..
!
L 82
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surfaces into account. Such a theory does not presently exist.
, ¢
The no-wind condition provides a baseline for these with-
wind calculations. For the no-wind case, App. C was again used
to compute the IL of the hill, this time with untransformed
source and receptor positions. The analysis predicts a decrease
t in IL due to wind, ranging from 1 to 4 dB.
The analysis results for the no-wind case appear in Fig.
34b, where they are compared to experimental no-wind results.
j
1 At the lower frequenc:es, the analysis predicts a 6-7 dB fL,
_| which is mostly missing from the experimental results. At the
i upper frequencies, again the analysis predicts greater IL than
was experimentally found. In addition, the experimental results
- include apparent interference not included in the mathematical
model.
I- Par'- ^_ the difficulty may be that, near the top of the
•" "' hill, nearly adjacent rays diverge dramatically. Changes in
q i" level due to this ray-tube divergence are ignored in this study.
• t •_ ,
Another reason for non-perfect match between experiment and
analysis is that the wind data were interpolated horizontally,
;- thereby providing a rough approximation of the actual wind
behavior downwind of the hill.
t
Discussion of results
The loss of 5-dB barrier _ttenuation at the low frequencies
t
both with and without wind is evident in Fig. 34. For the
geometry used the line-of-sight beuween source and receptor is
certainly blocked by the hill. Note that this loss did properly
orcur in Figs. 26 and 27.
The difference between this case and that of Figs. 26 and 27
is that in the present case the source is very near to the ground
_i L and, consequently, pressure doubling would be expected at least
in the lower frequency bands. The mathematical model used here
,[ ,a5
e
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I does not include the ground plane and, consequently, this
I
doubling is not present in the analysis. Note that the agreement
I between theory and experiment would be quite good if the theoret-
: ical curve was incremented by 6 dB. We suspect that the 5-6 dB
, attenuation, due to the barrier, is offset by pressure doubling
I
1 at the lower frequencies. The interference in some bands again
indicates that the ground plane must be included in the theoret-
ical analysis.
The wind analysis shows an increase in le"el of 3-4 dB at
4
[ upper frequencies compared to the no-wind case. The corres-
ponding data comparison shows an increase of only 1-2 dB. The
I. trends are the same, although the analysis overpredicts the wind-
induced increase, i
!:
6.2.3 Elimination of diffraction shadow upwind (Effect 4) !
A diffraction shadow b_hind intervening terrain be Imay
|
flanked upwind, because of the strong anomalous wind gradients _ •
near the terrain peak. Such anomalous wind gradients can produce , !i
a strong downward refraction. If this downward refraction is
strong enough to overbalance the upward refraction along the rest
4
of the sound path, then uhis flanking will occur.
J
Figure 35 shows the geometry for this case. Chosen was a ; ;
4
geometry with maximum wind gradients and minimum (5 dB) diffrac-
tion shadow, where the receptor is on the grazing line-of-sight
across the hilltop• Note that the vertical stcale is stretched
13-to-l, relative to the horizontal scale in the figure. The
source-receptor distance is 2.2 m.
For this geometry, the 0.15-m hill wind datm of App. F was
used to search for the flanking ray -- that is, one th3t refracts i
L
over the hilltop, directly from the source to receptor. No such
ray was found; the wind velocity gradients are not sufficiently
strong to produce complete flanking for this source/hill/receptor
_. g eome try
k
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Therefore, we searched for two alternative rays: the firstr
_ _ between the source and the hilltop; the second between the hill-
top and the receptor. It proved impossible to find such a ray
pair because extreme refraction near the hilltop prevented any
i ray from reac:hing this topmost _int. The closest ray that could" be found came within 0.015 m of the hilltop. Therefore, as a
compromise, the following two rays were sought: the first between
i I the source and the hilltop-plus-0.015 m; the second between this
same point and the receptor. These two paths appear in Fig. 36.
[ i The slopes of the source ray and the receptor ray differ at
the hilltop. The source ray approaches the hilltop at an angle
- of 2.00 degrees down from the horizontal, while the receptor ray :
em,._rges at an angle of 0.80 degrees, also downward. The angular
" difference of 2.80 degrees is the effective angle of diffraction
over the hilltop. Note that angle zero
this is for the no-wind
Ii situation. Therefore, the wind increases the diffraction shadow.
t
Figure 36 aiso shows the transformed source and receptor
_ I points -- transformed to preserve diffraction angles at the hill- :
, top and also to preserve the source-hilltop and hilltop-receptor
_ distances. With these transformed points, App. C was used to
calculate the IL due to diffraction. Three 3olutions were
obtained: % i
o Rurze
•. o Pierce: hard, thin-screen
_.[
i! o Pierce: hard-wedge.i
I As was done in previous example the taaximum of either the
I Kurze or Pierce calculations was used.
The Pierce thin-screen solution predicted 0-2 dB higher IL
J
than did the Kurze solutlon, at the highest frequencies. Compar- !
ison of Pierce thin-screen with Pierce hard-wedge solutions
indicated a reduction in IL due to the thickness of the wedge: 1dB for these cases, independent of _requency.
88
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i l, i
_ For wedge calculations a (p, q) pair of (33, 12) was used to
f_
approximate the wedge angle, yielding an angle of 4.3197 radians.
Resulting ILs appear in Table 2 and in Fig. 37a, where they
are compared to experimental results.
Discussion of results
At the lower frequencies, the analysis predicts 5 dB of IL,
which appears also in the experimental results. Then as fre-
_. quency increases, the analysis predicts gently increasing IL;
considerably more attenuation was measured experimentally. In
_i addition, the experimental results include apparent interference
_:i not included in the mathematical model.
_ The no-wind condition provides a baseline for these with-
wind calculations. For the no-wind case, the receptor lies on
the grazing line-of-s_ht. Theory says that the resulting IL is
i 5 dB. This result appears in Fig. 37b, along with the no-wind
experimental results. The analysis and experiment agree rela- _
tively well, except that the experimental results include the
previously discussed interference not included in the mathemati-
cal model. _i
- _' 90
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7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
.i
_ The primary objective of the study was to evaluate the
i
_ feasibility of using acoustical scale modeling techniques to
,!
evaluate long range, low angle sound propagation over hard and
' absorptive ground. The evaluation consisted primarily of the
7 comparison of wind tunnel scale model test results with results
obtained from analytical models of the propagation. In many
;{
cases, the comparison illustrated that scale modeling is a
promising means of investigating sound propagation. Particularly
noteworthy is the goo _ comparison between theory and experiment
for propagation ever finite impedance ground (such as
grassland). This pilot study points out clearly tha_ further
research is warranted both in the development of analytical
i models and in the experimental technic_ue.
Critical lessons learned while conducting the program
I include the following:
o The use of high intensity spark sources require the
I damping of the ground plane to attenuate bending waves
that can radiate sound to the receiver microphone.
o All reflecting surfaces on the spark source structure or
near the spark source must be covered with absorptive
material. _
o Evaluation of the destructive interference between It
direct and reflected waves ov;r hard ground requires I
that the difference in directional sensitivity of the
i
receiver microphone in the direct and reflected wave
directions be minimal.
o Evaluation of the destructive interference between
direct and reflected waves over hard ground is limited
.. b_ the noise floor of the acoustic measurement system.
1986005586-095
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o Accurate measurement of the wind velocity gradient in
the vicinity of the ground plane is mandatory when ray
, tracing techniques are used to evaluate ground
I reflections.|
This program has also pointed out the usefulness and need for
additional work.
o Additional scale model experiments should be conducted
to isolate the effects of wind over complex terrain
under a variety of wind and ground impedance condition. _.
o As a first step, the approximate analytical mode ts for
I pk-o!_agation over hills used in this program should be
modified to include a ground plane.
I o Additional analytical iodel development must be
undertaken to quantify the propagation of sound over
(" hil±s and more complex terrain.
d
Ii o The analytical model of refraction should be extended toi_clude he effects of ray-tube divergence.
o The effects of possible recirculating flow downstream of
a hill should be measured and incorporated into the
refraction analysis.
o Include in the analysis estimates of the influerce of
atmospheric turbulence on the measured noise spectra.
!
J
i
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I APPENDIX B: ANALYTICAL MODEL OF REFRACTIONI
I Source: Pierce, Allan D., Acoustics, McGraw-Hill, 1981 (Ch,ipter
J 8).
f
Sound refracts in the presence of a wind velocity fie_d
: $ (_,t) .
With knowledge of the emission direction from a point source, thel
! sound-ray path is completely determined by numerical line inte-
gration, where the radit s of curvature at any point is determinedi
I from the wind velocity gradient at that point. If
_ _ = {Vx(Z) only,I
I then
i i
c
i! I radius of curvature = dv (z)
* I x
• dz 1
;!
! where c = speed of sound in (still) _ir.
Any consistent set of units are valid.
This refraction model predicts the paths of rays, as they
; are curved by wind-velocity gradients. The refraction thusi
modifies the position of these rays relative to the terrain, and!
thereby may effect the level at the receivin C microphone. In
particular, if the refracted ray intercepts the terrain where the
straight ray did not, then the received level would obviously b,._
• lower. Note that the wind velocity gradient is maximum in th-
vicinity of the surface. Clearly, very accurate measurements are
i required to accurately track rays near the surface. Sincei
accurate measurements are difficult in this area, predictions
that rely on rays that pass close to the surface must be viewed
I'" with skepticism.
L B-I ,
I
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I Another refraction phenomenon can affect the received level:
i modified ray-tube divergence. A ray tube is a small bundle
, (small solid angle) of rays emanating from the source in a par-
I ticular direction. In two dimensions, its boundaries appear as
two nearly adjacent rays emanating from the source. As these
l
I nearly adjacent, straight rays progress outward from the source,
they diverge from o_e another. This ray divergence occurs in a
i standard way for straight for a given angular separation.
rays,
Refraction will effect this rate of divergence, w:enever it
I refracts one of the rays in a significantly different amount than
tb_ other. For example, if the upper of the two adjacent r_ys is
I refracted upward significantly more than is the lower, then thenet divergence will be greater than it was without the telL-ac-
tion. Acoustically, this will reduce the level more rapidly as a
I function of distance than in the unrefracted case.
In this study, we neglected this refraction phenomenon. We
I suspect that this neglect will cause difficulty where the wind
gradients change significantly over a quarter-wavelength or so.
f
[..
_-2
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I APPENDIX C: ANALYTICAL MODEL OF DIFFRACTION
I
Sources- i. Pierce, A.D. and W.J. Hadden, Jr., "Plane WaveD ffraction by a edge with Finite Impedance," J.
Acoust. Soc. Am., Vo'. 63, pp. 17-27, January 1978
(plane wave incidence, only).
• 2. Pierce, A.D. and W.J. Hadden, Jr., "Theory of Sound i
Diffraction Around Absorbing Barriers," presented !
I at conference on Acoustic Protection of ResidentialAreas by Barriers, Cent;e National de la Recherche !
Scl,_ntifique, Laboratoire de Mecanique et
i d'Acoustique, Marseille, France, 18-20 February1975 (gen ralization to point source).
_ 3. Personal correspondence with Allan Pierce.
4. Kurze, U. and L.L. geranek, "Sound Propagation
Outdoors," in Noise and Vibration Control, ed. L.L.
i -Reranek, McGraw-Hill, 1971.
I An absorptive wedge is oriented with its (straight) dif-
fracting edge along the z-axis, as shown in Fig. C.l. A point
i source Is located at SCE. Desired is the IL due to the wedge atreceptor REC.
f
Pierce i :;
i '-
Insertion _
LOSS } = (IL)Hard-wedge- (_IL)absorptive "_]
t
(I5)Hard_wedg e = 20 logl0 (L/p) + i0 log:0 (2_krr0/L) i'
I - 20 logl0 [M-I (0+8 O) + S-I (0-8)]
J
i v v 0
I,
L: [(z--,-o)2+ (r+ro)21_'2
t,
1,
= [r2 r_- _r_cos (e-e 0) + (z-z0) Z]_2
k" 2_/,_
[J .
%
C-I
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"" I'_ FIGURE Co Io DIF[rRACTION GEOMETRE.
C.-2
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F
i,
i
i
I Mu(e) = cos(_) - cos(_e)
i v sin(v_)
(AIL) absorptive i0 leg I0 {II+S 8(8-e0)/nsin_ 12= }J
, $8(8,e 0) = 2 [M (O+O 0) + My(e-00)] -I - 08(-0) - 08(-80)
(p-l)/2 -,, sin(_v)
I O(-_) : _- [sin[v(2_n-_) sin{v[(2n-l)_-=] }]n=l
r q-i +[sin(_+2m8) sin[ _+8(2m+i) ]
+ [ L sin(_+2mS) sin[_+8(2m+l)] ]
m=0
i.
1 where X -- wavelength _
n = acoustic impedance of the wedge, normalized to
the impedance of air i
i
r0,O0,z 0 = polar coordinates of the source point
1 r,O,z = polar coordinates of the receptor point _ ;
y = angle between the z-axis and the SCE-APEX-REC
line
i 8 = external wedge angle
.i P'q = integers chosen so that 8 = _p/2q. 'p' must be
odd and must have no common factors with 'q'.
I If no (p,q) pair can be found to satisfy this• relationship with 8 exactly, then 8 may be
bracketed above and below by selection of two
(p,q) pairs, and the resulting ILs may be
I averaged.
All units of length must be identical. All angles must be in
_ radians.
k
I/ 'C-3
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II Kurze
l
i Insertion (2_N) _2
, ! Loss = 20 logl0 { I/^ } + 5 for N > 0
tanh [(2_N)
(-2_N) _2
= 20 log l0 { I/_ } + 5 for -0.1916 < N < 0
• tan [(-2#N)/_
= 0 for N < -0.1916
I N = +2 6/I (positive .f receptor is in geometricalshadow; otherwis negative)
I _ = L_ Ls
_- Ls
.. = [(z-z0)2 + (r cose - r 0 cose0)2 + (r sine -r 0 sine o) 2]_/2
)
:_ -,:here 1 wavelength
;i _ r0,e0z 0 = polar coordinates of the source point
r,O,z = polar coordinates of the receptor point.
All units of length must be identical. The argument of the
trigonometric tangent is in radians.
!
.|
Ill c4
&
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i APPENDIX D_ ANALYTICAL MODEL OF GROUND-REFLECTION
r
I Sources: I. Chessel, C.I., "Propagation of Noise Along a Finite
Impedance Boundary," J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 62,
pp. 825-834 (1977).
IL 2. Embleton, T.F.W., J.E. Piercy, and G.A. Dingle,
"Effective Flow Resistivity of Ground Surfaces
Determined by Acoustical Measurements," J. Acoust.
Soc. Am., Vol. 74, 1239-1244, October 1983.
PP.
This model assumes that the source spectrum is fl_t (white)
within any given i/3-octave band. Such is not the case for the
spark source spectrum.
Desired is the IL due to the ground, in i/3-octave bands,
relative to the level at the receptor in absence of the ground.
Third-
Octave rl 2 2r I 0.7275(r2_rl )
Insertion} : I0 log_o[l + (_) io 2 + r__V lOIsin ( _ )
Loss
lq cos(6.241(r 2- rl)/l + B)
I x 0.7275(r2_ rl)/_
O = Rp + F(w) (l-Rp)
Rp = sin # - l,/nsin % + I/n
I Re(n) = 1 + 9.08(f/_) -0"75
I Im(n) = ll.9(f/o) -0"73
n
w
F(w) = l+i(_w)I/2e -w -2e -w Z (n-l)!(2n-l) for lwl < i0
_,; n=l
m
" = - Z (2n)! for iwl > l0n=l 2nnl (2w) n
and Re W > 0
_ D-I
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Ii_r2 r(sin# + l/n) 2
w : ( X ) L1 + (sinl)/n ]
!
.i =• 8 tan -I [Im(O)/Re(O) ]
f
I
where f = frequency, in Hertz
i = wavelength
I
r I = distance between source and receptor, direct
r 2 = distance between source and receptor, reflected from
ground
= grazing angle between reflected path and ground plane,
i in radians
i q = aCoustic impedance of ground, normalized to the• impedan e of ir
] o = effective flow resistance of the ground (not the trueflow resistance, as measured nonacoustically), in cgs
rayls. For typical ground surfaces, values for o are
tabulated in the second £eference above. For other
ground surfaces, _ is best determined by fit to the
i. measured Re(q) and Im(q).
[
[ [ All units of length must be identical. See Fig. C.l for qeometry. _-._
i In the presence of wind, it is necessary to separate this
}
solution into three portions:
• Direct wave
• Reflected wave
• Ground/surface _;ave.
Normalized to the direct-wave pressure, these three portions
become :
i
_ D-2
.),
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[" FIGURE D.I. GROUND-REFLECTION GEOMETRY,
- D-3
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J, j
• Direct-wave pressure: 1
• Reflected-wave pressure: MR exp[i2_(@ R + _pL )]
• Ground/surface-wave pressure: MGS exp[i2_(_GS )] :
, where _R = phase shift due to reflection
_PL = phase shift due to path-length difference.
With this noLn_alization, then:
•;_ MR- IRpl
"!
;ii'I #R = tan-i [Im(Rp)/Re(Rp)]
t l
!'_ _PL = 2_(r2-rl)/X
-|
:_" l[ #GS = tan -I [Im[F(w)(l-Rp)]/Re[F(w)(l-Rp)]]
*k
:, Note that these apply at the center frequency of the I/3-octave ,_
band of interest• _
L
p_
o,,_
ii
ii D-4
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APPENDIX E: ANALYTICAL MODEL OF ATMOSPHERIC ABSORPTION
Source: "Method for the Calculation of the Absorption of Sound
" American National Standard Sl 26-by the Atmosphere, •
1978, American Institute of Physics, 335 East 45th
Street, New York, NY 10017.
Atmospheric
Absorption } = 2_s
Ps -I T 1/2
= f2 [1.84 x 10 -11 (_---) (_)SO
f .;
t + (_._.)-5/2 {1.278 x 10 -2 [eXPe(-2239.1/T)]/ {,,
i (fr,o + (f2/fr,o)) + 1.068 x i0 -I [eXPe(-3352/T) ]/
I (fr,N + (f2/fr,N)) }] _i
Ps _
{i _r,O-- (_-) {24+ 4.41, lO_h E(0.05+h)/(0.391+h)]}so i i
Ps T -I/2
} fr,N = (p----) [_0 ) [9 + 350h eXPe{-6.142 [(T/T0 )-I/3 - lij t '
• so !
(Psat I Ps _ ,
h = hr 'P--_-o' (_-) _ :SO • .-
1 P i "
PsoSat:= expl 0 [10.79586 [I-(T01/T)] - 5.0280_ logl0(T/T01) !_,i:
+ 1.50474 x i0 -4 {i - exP10[-8.29692[(T/T01) -11] } I
+ 0.42873 x 10 -3 {-1 + exP1014.76955[1-(T01/T)]] } i
- 2. 2195983]
I
T01 ffi293.15 K _,
Pso = 1 atmosphere
I:'
k
.1
E-1 ".
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• where s = distance between source and microphone, in feet
f = frequency, in Hertz
Ps = atmospheric pressure, in atmospheres
T = atmospheric temperature, in K
hr = relative humidity, in percent.
{4
J
7
d
F
I
J
i
_ i_
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l APPENDIX F= DEVELOPMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE WIND PROFILES
I The main text describes the wind measurements and containsplots of typical data. As input to the analysis, it was neces-
sary to average these wind data and also to extend them upward
L and downward (below the ground). This appendix describes this ,
wind-data averaging and extension, and documents the actual wind
values used in the analysis, i
, F.I. Extension of Wind Data i
The analysis software accepts wind data at discrete eleva-
_ii tions and from these data computes wind gradients _t these same
elevations. For example, at height zi, the software computes the
I gradient between zi_ 1 and zi and then averages this with the
gradient between zi and zi+ I. The resulting gradient is assigned i
!( tO height zi.. )
This averaging method will not work for the topmost eleva-
I tion, however, because zi+ 1 does not exist, wor this elevation, )
therefore, zi was initially ascribed the gradient between zi_ 1
and zi, only. The analogous procedure was initially undertaken !
for the bottommost elevation, also.
However, this produced the following difficulty: often dur- '_._
ing ray tracing, the ray being traced either rises above the top- _I
most wind elevation or descends below the bottommost (the I
I ground). This causes the program to crash. Even more import- i
antly, it eliminates the possibility of automatically hunting for i
the actual ray between two points, whenever this actual ray I
approaches the topmost elevation or the ground.
For this reason, the wind data were extended both upwards I
and downwards, below the ground. In this extension, the gradi- ,.
! ents were assumed equal to those in the last unextended interval. I
For example, for the bottom extension, the value of wind at zi_ 1
%
i • l
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was chosen so that the gradient- between zi_ 1 and zi was equal to
the actual bottommost gradient: the one between zi and zi+ I.
F. 2. Averaging of Wind Data
I Table F.I contains the horizontal locations of all wind-
speed measurements. Separate measurements were made for flat
terrain and for the two different mountain heights. Where the
table entry is empty, no measurements were made.
At these positions, Table F. 2 contains the reference wind
conditions measured. In all cases, the reference wiD_ speed was
measured at a height of 3.0 ft above a flat portion of the ter-
I_i rain. This reference wind speed is denoted by VRE F throughout
this report. Where reference wind conditions are missing, they
I were not measured at that position.
i Tables F. 3 through F.5 contain the average of all wind data, {for the three terrains of interest. These tables inc ude the !
extended wind data, as well. In each table, each topmost and
I bottommost tabulation is "extended," rather than "measured." All
data in the tables are normalized to VRE F.
TABLE F.I. WIND-SPEED MEASUREMENT LOCATIONS.
Terrain Measurement Distance from Spark Source (ft)
St.0 St.2 St.4* St.6 St.8
Flat 0 7.23
6-inch Hill 0 ~1.8 3.91 ~5.4 7.23
12-inch Hill 0 3.61 -5.4 7.13
{" *At top of hill.
F-2
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In averaging wind data, normalization to VRE F was done first
and then data were averaged irrespective of VRE F. Also, as many
i stacks of data were used in the averaging as possible. Forl
f
L example, for the flat terrain at Station 0 (Table F.3), data were
i veraged from al____lflat-terrain at al____lVRE F (four stacks of data;see Table F.2), plus Stations 0 and 2 for both hill terrains
(three additional stacks of data).
Figure F.I plots the wind profiles for easier visualization.
Critical to near-ground refraction are the wind values near the
gcound. Note that these are not plotted with sufficient
precision in this figure; the relevant tables should be used near
I the ground. Figure F.I omits wind data for the 12-in hill, since
no analysis was done for this terrain.
I.
_ TABLE F. 2. WIND-SPEED MEASUREMENT MATRIX.
i- t
Terrain VRE F Wind Speeds at 3.0-ft Height (ft/sec)
I St.0 St.2 St.4 St.6 St.8
i
4
t
i _lat 16.4 16.4
1 29 1 !_I
A
6-inch Hill 16.4 16.4 16.4 8.2 16.4
i 16.4
I
1 29.1 I
12-inch Hill 16.4 16.4 8.2 16.4 1
16.4
29.1
l
I-
.
rl F-3
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i E 0.6I,.-
.I.
ELI '
- 0.4 - i
i
1 '
_ t STATION 6
0.2 STATION 4 - _..
ION 8 STATIONS 0 & 2
0 0.5 1.0 0.2
NORMALIZED WIND SPEED, V/VRE F
I PIGURE F. 1. MEAN VELOCITY PROPILES FOR SET-UP WITB TWO-' DIMENSIONAL 15.24 ,.i BILL. .
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.' TABLE F. 3. NOP_ALrZED WIND SPEEDS- FLAT TERRAIN.
Height (ft) Normalized Wind Speed (ft/sec)
St.O St. 2 St.4 St. _ St.8
-1 -30.1 -30.1
r ' 0 0 0
"! O, 0104 O, 313 O, 313
. O, 0208 O, 394 O. 394
[I O. 0417 O. 437 O. 437
,f 0.0625 O. 456 O. 456 ]
i
I C. 0833 O. 491 O. 491
"_ 0. 125 O. 501 O. 501 I
_ 0. 167 0. 551 0,551 _q
i} O. 333 O. 596 O. 596 i
_, 0.5 0.649 0.649 !
I 0.667 0.693 0.693 _ :
• |
1 0. 772 0. 772
I 1.33 0.857 0.857
i 1.67 0.907 0.907j
i i
,, 2.33 i. 008 i. 008 I
I
2.67 1.055 !.055
j 3 1.07 1.07
"T
i
4 1.115 1.115
t
tw $
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! TABLE F. 4. NORMALIZED WIND SPEEDS: SIX-_NCH HILL.
Beight (ft} Normalized Wind Speed
._ St. 0 St. 2 St. 4 St. 6 St g
f
':_ -I -30.1 -30.1 -129 -I. 62 -4.49
-i
_ 0 0 0 0 0
i O. 0104 O. 313 O. 313
O. 0208 O. 394 O. 394
0.0312 0.140
; 0. 0417 O. 437 0. 437 0. 167
" ! 0. 0625 0,456 0. 456 0.187
0.0833 0,491 0.491 0.135 0.212
0.125 0.501 0.501
I 0. 167 0. 551 O. 551 150 0. 259
o.
• O. 333 O. 596 O. 596 r).183 O. 283
0.5 0..649 0.649 0 0.303 0.348 ,
1 o.51 0.860 i
• 0.521 0.829
• 0.542 o.793
- ( o.562 o.787 10.583 0.780
0. 625 0. 774
i , 0.667 0.6q3 0.693 0.774 0.449 0.513
I O. 833 O. 793 i
; i O. 772 O. 772 O. 835 O. 885 O. 757 •
1,17 0.854
i. 33 O. 857 O. 857 O. 955 O. 851 _
I_ 1.5 0. 933 ;67 O. 907 O. 907 1. 018 O. 973
i. 83 O. 976 _, ,i
2 0.971 0.971 1.067 1.024
2.17 1. 030
2.33 i. 008 I. 00_ I. 095 i, 0"3
• 2.5 1.067
2.67 i. 055 i. 055 i. 122 I. 125
2.83 1.091
3 i. 070 I. 070 i. 143 I. 127
3. 17 1. ii0
4 1.115 1.115 1.156 1.207 1.133
[i ,6
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TABLE F. 5. NORMALIZED WIND SPEEDS: 12-1NCH HILL.
I Height (ft) Normalized Wind Speed• !
St.0 St.2 St°4 St.6 St.8
-i -30.1 -30.1 -204.8 -3.8 -5.58
0 0 0 0 0
0.0104 0.313 0.313
0.0208 0.394 0.394 0.079 0.116
• 0.0417 0.437 0.437 0.086 0.122
t
0.0625 0.456 0.456 0.082 0.116 i
0.491 0.491 0.089 0.128
0.0833
0.125 0.501 0.501
i
0.167 0.551 0.551 0.103 0.146
O. 333 O. 596 O. 596 O. 107 O. 146
[ 0.5 0.649 0.649 0.134 0.177 i,
0.667 0.693 0.693 0.165 0.213 _
i 1 0.772 0.772 0 0.344 0.470 ,.01 1.024 '
1.02 1. 024
I 1.04 1. 024 _
1.06 1.018
1 '1.08 1.018 _ _
1.12 1.006
I 1.17 1. 000
i. 33 O. 857 O. 857 i. 000 O. 742 O. 646
1.5 1. 037
: 1.67 0.907 0.907 1.061 1.124 1.012
2 0.971 0.971 1.104 14.179 1.213
2.33 1.008 1.008 1.183 1.234 1.256 I
2.67 1.055 1.055 1.20] 1.275 1.305 i/
3 1.070 1.070 1.238 1.296 1.366 1
4 1.115 1.115 1.35 1.36 1.55 I
I,
,!
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--": As shown in the tables above, wind was measured along
.
_ _ several stacks, spaced between source and receptor. For refrac- _
t
tion calculations, the wind gradients must be known everywhere
between source and receptor. For this purpose, we linearly
interpolated vertically within each stack, to obtain values at
: heights not measured. In addition, we linearly interpolated
horizontally between stacks, to obtain values at intermediate
i distances from the source.
!
For the cases with hill, before this horizontal interpola- ,
:_ tion we translated the stacks at Stations 2 and 6 to the foot of
• the hi 11.
This horizontal interpolation is awkward for the cases with -: i
i hill, between the hilltop stack (Station 4) and the two adjacent
stacks. For one, interpolation at constant height is not poss- _
ible in these situations, because the ._tation-4 stack does not "
!
extend low enough in elevaticn. To avoid this difficulty - _ !
interpolation with the hilltop stack but below hilltop height -i :we interpolated between the proper height on £tation 2 (or 6) and _ i
the zero-height gradient on the hilltop stack. Such an interpo- !
lation yields an even flow over the hilltop - in which the f_ow _ !
evenly compresses as it approaches the hillto_9, with a corre-
sponding increase in speed, then passes over the hilltop, and
then evenly expands again on the downwind side. We suspect that
' the upwind approximation is sufficiently valid, Dut that the
] downwind approximation is not. Instead of even expansion and
even decrease in wind speed downwind, turbulent eddies are
created downwind of the hilltop. Within these large eddies, the
wind actually reverses direction near the ground. These eddies
and direction-reversals are not included in our analysis, i
J,
i,
L i
[i ,
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